FERET
97.11% 95.80%
Li et al. [3] (2012)
• Combined clothing information.
• Used different combination strategies.
• No Cross Validation.
FERET_MR* 97.00%
92.86%
Makinen et al. [4] (2008)
• Combined 6 classifiers using 4 combination methods.
LFW

95.00%
94.81%
• SVM on boosted LBP
• 5-folds Cross Validation. LBP and dense-SIFT: -The image is preprocessed and the face area is extracted as a square with dimensions relative to the inter-eyes distance. -The cropped face -> -scaled to 144x144 pixels, then -divided into 9x9 blocks [16x16 pixels each].
-LBP: The operator ‫ܲܤܮ‬ ሺ଼,ଷሻ ௨ మ is used to extract the LBP features vector of the image.
Difficult to apply for gender recognition: 1. Automatic keypoints detection algorithm
• Small number of points detected on faces -due to small resolution and low quality of face images • Sparse keypoints (number and location vary from face to face)
-cannot be used with standard machine learning methods like SVM.
-do not necessarily represent the same facial features
• 'Fusion-Training' set: subset of images to train Combiner.
• Each Expert 'n' is used to classify the images in this set and return a set of classification results 'o' associated with confidence values (scores 's').
• Each Expert has 'likelihood' function for its scores: -Divide the range of score values returned by the expert into "I" intervals -The 'likelihood' value of a score interval = % correctly classified images -those that were wrong (having a score value within this interval).
-Split the 76 landmarks into 6 groups according to the facial regions they describe. -Study the contribution of each group of facial landmarks on the gender classification performance. Best, yet <90%
Public
-Landmarks-SIFT:
• New SIFT-based representation for face images • Combines both texture and shape information. -Compared with local texture descriptor (LBP)
• that extracts local-information from blocks covering the whole face image. -A mechanism for Decision-level fusion of local features (Landmarks-SIFT) and global features (LBP) -Future Work:
• Other features: SURF, FREAK and boosted LBP.
• Dimensionality reduction of the SIFT feature vector
• Different fusion methods • Experiment with SVMACs proposed by Ji and Lu [7] -Use the preprocessed texture of the face (cropped, resized, and illumination normalized) Training the combiner using SVM: -Each image is represented by an N-dimensional vector.
-Each feature in that vector represents the 'likelihood' value of the confidence score returned by expert 'n', signed with the classification decision; positive for male and negative for female.
Experimental Setup: -Five-folds cross validation test scheme.
-1 fold for 'Testing' : used to evaluate the classification performance Face Recognition and Verification:
-Search space narrows to only half the subject database.
-Improve performance [using separate models for each gender]
Gender-based marketing and advertising:
-By collecting demographic information
